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a b s t r a c t

The development of approaches to provide ordered networks of metal nanoparticles is a topic of great
interest due to its potential contribution to the advent of a more efficient technology. The template-
assisted formation of ordered nanoparticle arrays on graphene- or h-BN-metal surfaces has profiled as
a promising approach because of the periodic interfacial modulations associated to the moir�e patterns.
Nevertheless, a complete understanding of the requirements that a moir�e must meet to act as a good
template is still challenging. In order to shed light on this issue, here, the graphene/Rh(111) surface is
investigated as model template for the growth of metal nanoparticles due to its large variety of moir�e
patterns. Scanning tunneling microscopy experiments have revealed different Ir nanoparticle spatial
distributions depending on the underlying moir�e periodicity ranging from randomly scattered nano-
particles to well-ordered lattices with multiple periodicities. To unveil the origin of this behavior, density
functional theory calculations have been performed on representative moir�e patterns for the adsorption
of both Ir individual adatoms and nanoparticles. We conclude that the presence of distinctive chemical
environments throughout the moir�e, which controls the size and the adsorption configuration of the
nanoparticles, is crucial for the formation of ordered arrays.

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Metal nanoparticles have become key elements in the current
technology, being present in an important part of today’s available
products [1,2]. The reduced dimensionality of these elements
confers them unique properties. To mention some examples, they
have proven to exhibit size dependent electronic structures, char-
acterized by standing electron waves with discrete energy levels
that emerge below a certain nanoparticle critical size [3], and op-
tical properties as a localized surface plasmon resonance [3,4].
Moreover, their high surface/volume ratio gives rise to a superior
emical and Natural Systems,
013, Seville, Spain.
(M.D. Jim�enez-S�anchez),
catalytic activity [5] for chemical reactions of great interest in in-
dustry. To further boost the potential of these zero-dimensional
elements, huge efforts are being devoted to develop methodolo-
gies for producing ordered arrays of metal nanoparticles with the
highest possible structural perfection [6e10].

The emergence of nanotechnology as a top priority research
field, and its subsequent establishment as one of the strongest
pillars supporting the development of new products and services,
fostered the design of different approaches to obtain nanoparticles
with well-defined shapes and narrow size distributions [11]. The
most widespread one consists in the synthesis in solution as
colloidal nanoparticles [11,12]. Indeed, most of the advances related
to nanoparticles have been achieved so far by using colloidal dis-
persions [11,12]. These nanoparticles can be subsequently arranged
into periodic networks following different approaches [7,8]. Other
techniques as the deposition of preformed nanoparticles on gra-
phene supports are also being employed [13,14]. However, in spite
of the significant improvements experimented in the above
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mentioned methods, a better control in the shape, size and spatial
distributions of nanoparticles is still needed. This is an urgent task
to be achieved in the near future, in order to satisfy the re-
quirements of an increasingly demanding society.

The growth of metal nanoparticle lattices on periodic templates
comprising a 2D layered material of low reactivity and a metal
support has been suggested as a promising candidate to overcome
the current existing limitations. Specially, those related to the
control in the size distribution, as well as in the crystalline quality
of the individual units and of the whole network. In particular,
metal supported graphene and h-BN monolayers, which are
extremely popular 2D materials, whose properties can be tuned by
following a large variety of routes [15e26], have proven to be
excellent templates [6,27e34]. Investigations of ordered lattices on
such interfaces have been mainly performed on Ru(0001) and Ir
(111) substrates and are focused on a particular moir�e pattern.
However, in order to fully exploit the excellent properties of gra-
phene- and h-BN-metal based nanotemplates, further work is still
necessary. This includes a better understanding of the role played in
the nanoparticle lattices formation by the different periodicities
appearing in these systems, which offer distinct bonding land-
scapes for the adsorption of the atomic aggregates [35].

Graphene monolayers epitaxially grown on Rh(111) surfaces are
ideal systems to extract information of general validity on that
issue. They are composed of grains whose graphene lattice is
unambiguously oriented with respect to the one of the metal
substrate underneath, displaying a great variety of possible rota-
tional domains [36]. Each of them is characterized by a different
moir�e patternwith a given periodicity, offering a distinct interfacial
bonding chemistry. Furthermore, the strong interaction with the
metal surface induces a spatial modulated chemical reactivity to
the originally inert graphene layer [37e40].

In this work, by combining scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) experiments with density functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions the influence of the moir�e patterns of graphene on Rh(111)
surfaces on the ordering of Ir nanoparticles has been investigated.
Different spatial nanoparticle distributions have been found
ranging from randomly scattered nanoparticles to well-ordered
lattices with different periodicities. By means of STM nano-
manipulation the underlying moir�e pattern to each nanoparticle
spatial distribution has been unveiled, finding out which moir�e
patterns support the growth of ordered lattices. The graphene/
Rh(111) (hereinafter G/Rh(111)) surface has been found the first one
to our best knowledge, among all the graphene- or h-BN-metal
interfaces reported to date, which allows the formation of multiple
nanoparticle superlattices exhibiting different periodicities. DFT
calculations performed on representative moir�e patterns demon-
strate that nanoparticle superlattices formation is ruled by a subtle
interplay between the presence of remarkable differences between
the chemical environments of the C atoms within the moir�e unit
cell. The graphene-metal interaction plays a relevant role in the
creation of the required atomic bonds necessary for the nano-
particle growth.

The obtained results shed light on the key factors for the
growing of ordered nanoparticle superlattices on G/Rh(111) sur-
faces. Such findings could allow understanding the role played by
different moir�e patterns in other graphene or h-BN/metal in-
terfaces in the growth of ordered metallic nanoparticles. This could
imply a significantly advance in the future development of a sys-
tematic route to obtain nanotemplates with different periodicities.
On the other hand, the singular presence of multiple superlattice
periodicities, together with other spatial distributions, could offer a
useful benchmark at atomic scale for future investigations on
metallic nanoparticle properties. For instance, the influence on the
nanoparticle stability of the size effects [41] could be explored,
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which is relevant for the design of future nanocatalysts or nano-
dots. In fact, G/Rh(111) could even be directly used as a support for
Ir-nanoparticle-based catalysis [42,43]. Furthermore, these
different superlattice periodicities are remarkable since electrons in
the above mentioned quantized levels [3], arising from their
quantum confinement in metal nanoclusters, could jump between
neighbor aggregates. Therefore, it would be possible to tune that
electron transfer using moir�e patterns of different periodicities,
giving rise to nanoparticle superlattices with different spacing be-
tween atomic aggregates.

2. Experimental and theoretical methods

2.1. Experimental methods

Experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)
system. It consists of two chambers with independent pumping:
one for sample preparation and the other for their characterization
at the atomic scale by means of a home built variable temperature
scanning tunneling microscope (VT-STM) [44]. Rh (111) surfaces
were prepared by a cycling procedure of Arþ sputtering at 1 keV
and subsequent annealing to 1200 K at an oxygen partial pressure
of 2 � 10�7 Torr. At the end of each cycle, the sample was flash
annealed at 1300 K during 60 s without supplying O2 into the
chamber.

Graphene monolayers were obtained by chemical vapor depo-
sition (CVD-UHV), in the same UHV chamber employed for the
preparation of the Rh(111) substrate, by using ethylene (C2H4) as a
precursor. Specifically, the metal substrate was kept at 1120 K,
while it was exposed to an ethylene partial pressure of
3 � 10�7 Torr during 180 s.

Ir deposition was carried out from a homemade evaporator
consisting on a current heated wire of that material. The sample
was kept at room temperature during the deposition. Typical
deposition rates of 0.1 ML/min were employed. Coverages were
calibrated after Ir deposition on bare Ir(111) surfaces by means of
STM.

STM data acquisition was carried out at RT, by using electro-
chemically etched W tips, in the constant current mode, with the
bias voltage applied to the sample. Data acquisition and processing
were performed by using the WSxM software [45].

2.2. Theoretical methods

The theoretical approach was based on DFT calculations. Plane-
wave calculations were performed using the VASP package [46]
with a cutoff of 400 eV for the basis set and pseudopotentials
constructed with the projected augmented wave method [47,48].
The PBE functional (Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof) [49] was chosen for
the description of electronic exchange and correlation, supple-
mented by the Grimme’s D2 semi-empirical correction [50] to ac-
count for the dispersion interactions.

Two unit cells corresponding to different hexagonal moir�e
patterns found in the G/Rh(111) interface have been considered:
The RD011�11 moir�e with a size of 29.7 Å, which comprises a total of
774 atoms and the RD06�6 moir�e, with a periodicity of 16.2 Å and
230 atoms. In both cases, the cells contain a four-layer slab of
rhodium inwhich the graphene layer has been adsorbed on top. All
structures were fully relaxed following a conjugate gradient algo-
rithm until forces upon atoms were smaller than 0.01 eV Å�1.
During the optimization, the two deepest layers of the slab were
frozen in their bulk positions while the rest of the atoms were
allowed to relax. The reciprocal space was sampled only in the G-
point in the larger cell and with a 2 � 2 � 1 Monkhorst-Pack grid
[51] in the smaller cell.
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The adsorption and diffusion process of single Ir atoms were
studied by placing one Ir atom on different regions of the moir�e
pattern and allowing the subsequent relaxation. The adsorption
energy of Ir adsorbates is calculated as usual: Ead ¼ E[Ir/G/Rh(111)]
e E[G/Rh(111)] e E[Ir], where E[Ir/G/Rh(111)] is the energy of the
whole system while E[G/Rh(111)] and E[Ir] are the energies of the
moir�e pattern and the isolated Ir atom respectively. The Climbing
Image Nudged Elastic Band (CI-NEB) method [52] has been used to
find minimum-energy paths for the diffusion of single Ir atoms on
the G/Rh(111) surface. In these calculations the convergence crite-
rion in forces was lowered to 0.05 eV Å�1 while a spring constant of
1.5 eV Å�2 was employed between the three intermediate images
considered during the calculations. In addition, planar clusters of 7
and 19 Ir atoms adsorbed in several locations of the unit cell were
studied for both moir�e structures. These clusters were constructed
following a (111) arrangement and the same relaxation criteria
were used to obtain their equilibrium geometries.
3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1a shows a large scale STM topography acquired after room
temperature (RT) deposition of 0.50 ± 0.05 ML Ir on a graphene
monolayer epitaxially grown on a Rh(111) substrate. As observed,
size and spatial distributions of the resulting nanoparticles are
rather inhomogeneous all over the G/Rh(111) surface. While, at the
upper left part of the topography, the resulting atomic aggregates
are randomly distributed over the surface, at the lower right part,
they are much smaller and are arranged into a hexagonally sym-
metric superlattice. These differences in the spatial distribution of
nanoparticles can be observed in the Fast Fourier Transform ob-
tained in a zoomed-in portion of the respective regions (see the
insets).

The question of why the size and spatial distributions of the
nanoparticles are so inhomogeneous along this particular graphene
surface becomes unavoidable. To provide an answer to this ques-
tion, nanoparticles were removed from a number of regions in
different samples to analyze the portion of the G/Rh(111) surface on
Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of Ir nanoparticles over the graphene/Rh(111) surface. a) Large sca
the nanoparticles resulting after RT deposition of 0.50 ± 0.05 ML Ir. The insets show the Fast
procedure for removing nanoparticles. c)-d) STM topographies acquired on the same sample
images consecutively measured on the same sample area, close to a boundary between regi
the removal of the Ir aggregates. The periodicity of the moir�e in each region below the nano
size: 100 � 100 nm2; c)-d) Vs ¼ þ2.0 V, IT ¼ 70 pA; size: 40 � 40 nm2; e) Vs ¼ þ2.0 V, IT ¼
version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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which they were adsorbed. Nanoparticle removal was carried out
by using the STM tip (see Fig. 1b) following the procedure reported
in Ref. [32]. Specifically, the piezo scanwas stopped and the tip was
placed over the position of the nanoparticle that is intended to be
removed. Afterwards, the feedback loop was opened and, subse-
quently, the tip was approached towards the nanoparticle by
typical distances of 0.5e0.7 nm. Then, the tip wasmoved back away
from the sample and the feedback loop was connected again. As a
result, the nanoparticle is removed, leaving behind a cluster va-
cancy in the superlattice. To demonstrate the performance of this
methodology, Fig. 1ced shows two STM topographies acquired in
the same sample area before and after the removal of the nano-
particle encircled in Fig. 1c by a black circumference.

By systematically repeating the above mentioned procedure, it
was possible to remove nanoparticles from a number of areas
belonging to different samples to uncover the region of the G/
Rh(111) surface, on which they were sitting on. As an example,
Fig. 1e shows a region around a boundary between an area, where
nanoparticles are arranged into a periodic lattice, and another one,
where they do not exhibit any apparent ordering. Fig. 1f shows a
STM image acquired in the same area as visualized in Fig. 1e after
the removal of almost all the nanoparticles. A boundary between
graphene flakes exhibiting different moir�e patterns can be clearly
observed in Fig. 1f. Notice that the upper right part of this image
shows the most commonmoir�e pattern found in G/Rh(111) surface.
This pattern is formed in the rotational domain for which the
relative angle between graphene and Rh(111) lattices is 0�, and a
(11 � 11) supercell, as referred to the Rh(111) substrate, matches
with a (12 � 12) one of the graphene lattice [36,53]. Then, on the
following it will be denoted as RD011�11. Here, it is convenient to
mention that the identification of the rotational domains, associ-
ated to the different moir�e patterns shown along this work, has
been performed by following the procedure reported in Ref. [36].
Thus, according to that approach, the moir�e pattern, observed at
the lower left part of Fig. 1f has been ascribed to the rotational
domain for which the graphene lattice is rotated by 3.6� degrees
with respect to that of the Rh(111) surface underneath. As a result, a
le STM image showing a high inhomogeneity in the size and the spatial distribution of
Fourier Transform of a zoomed-in region within the respective areas. b) Sketches of the
area prior and after the removal of the Ir nanoparticle encircled in black in (c). e)-f) STM
ons, where nanoparticles exhibit a different spatial distribution, before (e) and after (f)
particles in e) is denoted in f) as LM. Tunneling parameters: a) Vs ¼ þ2.0 V, IT ¼ 70 pA;
70 pA; size: 30 � 30 nm2 and f) Vs ¼ þ0.6 V, IT ¼ 1.5 nA; size: 30 � 30 nm2. (A colour
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Fig. 1 demonstrates that the size and spatial distributions of the

nanoparticles are influenced by the rotational domain of graphene
on Rh(111). It seems that the RD011�11 moir�e pattern, which, as
mentioned, results from a perfect alignment of the graphene lattice
with respect to the underlying metal surface, acts as a good tem-
plate for the formation of nanoparticle superlattices. Conversely,
the other rotational variant observed in Fig. 1f is unable to be a
suitable template for the growth of ordered Ir nanoparticle net-
works. Then, what are the key parameters determining the for-
mation of such superlattices on the RD011�11 moir�e template?

To answer the above raised question, the adsorption configu-
ration of the nanoparticles on the RD011�11 moir�e pattern, which, as
above mentioned, is the predominant one in G/Rh(111) surfaces,
has been investigated. First, the positioning of the Ir nanoparticles
over the periodic superstructure, associated to this moir�e pattern,
has been analyzed by removing them from different areas and
determining the positions of the atomic aggregates in the sur-
roundings of the resulting vacancy islands. Fig. 2a shows, as an
example, a STM image acquired in a region of G/Rh(111) after
deposition of 0.50 ± 0.05 ML Ir, which leads to an average nano-
particle size of 60 ± 6 atoms as estimated from the coverage and by
assuming that all moir�e cells are filled. Nanoparticles have been
partially removed using the STM tip following the procedure
explained before. As a reference to determine the nanoparticle
positioning, Fig. 2b displays an atomically resolved STM image of
Fig. 2. Ir adsorption on the RD011�11 moir�e of the graphene/Rh(111) surface. a) Large scale
moir�e on a certain area (left of the image) after removal of the aggregates on top (image size
the uncovered region of (a). Top, bridge, fcc and hcp subregions are indicated by a brow
5.6 � 6.4 nm2). c)-f) Schemes of the registry of C atoms of graphene with respect to the Rh at
and gray balls correspond to first, second and third layer of Rh respectively. g) Optimized g
individual adatoms adsorbed within each of the four high symmetry subdivisions of the RD0
subregion of the RD011�11 moir�e pattern. The color bar indicates the relative heights of C ato
nanoparticle. Tunneling parameters: a) IT ¼ 0.1 nA; VS ¼ þ2.2 V b) IT ¼ 2.8 nA; VS ¼ þ0.15
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the RD011�11 moir�e pattern, acquired within the region of Fig. 2a, in
which the aggregates were previously removed. In agreement with
previous literature [36,53], four subregions, where C atoms exhibit
well-differenced chemical environments, can be distinguished in-
side the moir�e supercell: top, hcp, fcc and bridge that are indicated
by a circle, a triangle, a square and a star, respectively (see Fig. 2 c-f).
Also, to allow a better interpretation of the STM topography dis-
played in Fig. 2a, a green lattice with the periodicity of the nano-
particle superlattice is overlaid on it, making easier the
determination of the positioning of the atomic aggregates within
the moir�e cell. As observed, nanoparticles are preferentially
centered on hcp regions (triangle), although sometimes they also
can be found on fcc ones (square). A similar behavior has been
found after Ir or other transition metals deposition on G/Ir(111)
[6,30]. Furthermore, Ir or Pt nanoparticle superlattices have also
been grown on G/Ru(0001), but in this substrate aggregates were
found on fcc moir�e subregions [34,54].

This spatial selectivity is related to the chemical reactivity
modulation induced in the graphene layer by the metal surface. It
has been reported that on strongly interacting graphene-metal
interfaces, like G/Rh(111), those graphene areas within the moir�e
unit cell showing a strong hybridization with the metal surface
display much larger reactivity than other less coupled areas, those
more separated from the surface [37e40]. Notice that the hybridi-
zation degree is correlated with the local arrangement of carbon
atoms with respect to the ones of the substrate underneath.
Namely, the enhance of the reactivity is maximized in those moir�e
STM image showing, simultaneously, both the nanoparticle network and the RD011�11

: 25 � 25 nm2). b) Atomic resolution STM image acquired after nanoparticle removal on
n circle, blue star, purple square and a dark blue triangle, respectively (image size:
oms of the substrate within top, bridge, fcc and hcp subregions, respectively. Red, green
eometry and its corresponding adsorption energy as obtained by DFT calculations for
11�11 moir�e. h) Optimized geometry of a nanoparticle comprising 19 Ir atoms on the hcp
ms, choosing the closes C atom as a zero-reference. The inset shows a side view of the
V. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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areas where carbon atoms are located on top positions with respect
to the metal ones, leaving their first neighbors carbon atoms on
hollow positions [6,55]. This strong hybridization is the origin of
the induced reactivity on the graphene, which also varies at the
atomic scale: The high hybridization with the metal of the carbon
atoms located on top positions destroys the G-p band, leading to
the decoupling of their first neighbors, and giving rise to a local
enhancement of the chemical reactivity. These atoms are even able
to change its hybridization state to sp3 upon adatom adsorption
[37,55]. The adsorption of Ir nanoparticles follows, in this regard, a
similar trend.

To obtain an accurate view of the bonding of Ir on the RD011�11
moir�e pattern, the adsorption of both individual adatoms and ag-
gregates with sizes up to 19 atoms has been studied by DFT first-
principles calculations as implemented in the VASP package [46],
using plane waves with an energy cutoff of 400 eV, PBE þ D2
[49,50] as exchange correlation functional and PAW [47,48] pseu-
dopotentials (see Methods for more details). Fig. 2g schematically
shows the relaxed geometry for the adsorption of an individual Ir
adatom on each of the four different moir�e subregions of the
RD011�11 moir�e pattern. Most stable adsorption positions with
respect to the graphene are different for each subregion: hollow for
the hcp; top, on a carbon atom that has a metal atom below, for the
fcc; and close to top for bridge and top subregions. This rich
behavior has been reported for transition metal adsorbates on G/
Ru(0001) [56] associated to a convolution between the electronic
structure of the adatoms and the chemical reactivity at different
areas that, as explained above, it is also modulated at the atomic
scale for graphene on metals depending on the local arrangement
of the carbon atoms with respect to the metal ones [37,55,56]. The
adsorption energies for the optimized configurations shown in
Fig. 2g on top, bridge, fcc and hcp subregions are, respectively:
�1.82,�2.50,�3.02, and�3.07 eV. Thus, within the RD011�11 moir�e
pattern, hcp and fcc regions are clearly the most energetically
favorable adsorption sites for the adsorption of individual Ir atoms,
being the hcp region slightly more favorable. The top region is
clearly the less favorable area, with a large energy penalization, up
to 1.25 eV. A similar behavior was found for metal adsorbates on G/
Ru(0001), but in this case, the fcc region being more favorable than
the hcp, in agreement with the experimental information
[34,54,56].

As previously discussed, the experiments show a strong
dependence of themoir�e pattern on the spatial distribution of the Ir
nanoparticles grown on top. Fig. 1eef revealed that while well-
ordered nanoparticle superlattices are formed on the RD011�11
moir�e pattern, on others exhibiting a significantly smaller period-
icity (2.4 nm), aggregates were found to be randomly distributed
over the surface. Aimed to extract conclusions of the highest gen-
erality, a systematic investigation of the influence of the rotational
domain on the spatial distribution of the atomic aggregates grown
on top, has been performed. To this end, the above described
methodology (removing nanoparticles from the G/Rh(111) surface)
has been employed close to boundaries between regions of differ-
ently distributed Ir aggregates. Fig. 3aef shows examples of the
analysis of the spatial distribution of Ir nanoparticles close to
boundaries between regions of the RD011�11 moir�e underneath
(LM ¼ 3 nm), which are used as a reference, and one of the other
rotational variants. The periodicity of the moir�e pattern found after
the removal of the nanoparticles in each region is indicated in the
respective STM image (LM). Thus, according to Fig. 3aef, rotational
domains resulting in moir�e patterns with LM ¼ 2.9 and 2.8 nm lead
to ordered networks, while other with smaller periodicities
(LM ¼ 2.4, 2.2, 2.0 and 1.6 nm) display nanoparticles with a larger
size and randomly scattered over the surface. Moreover, from
Fig. 3aef, it is also inferred that the density of nanoparticles is
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smaller as the moir�e periodicity decreases. To quantify this trend,
from the STM data obtained in the present work, the average
number of nanoparticles per moir�e unit cell is plotted versus the
underlying moir�e periodicity in Fig. 3g. Data shown in Fig. 3g are
divided into two groups according to the spatial distribution of the
nanoparticles. Group I is associated to the formation of nanoparticle
superlattices (including periodicities within the 2.8e3 nm range),
while group II is associated to disordered spatial distributions of Ir.
These disordered distributions appear when Ir adsorption takes
place on moir�e patterns with periodicities ranging from 1.6 to
2.6 nm. The STM analysis summarized in Fig. 3 demonstrates that,
the G/Rh(111) interface is the first one reported to our best
knowledge, inwhich there are severalmoir�e patterns with different
periodicities giving rise to the formation of metal nanoparticle
superlattices. These observed variations in the superlattice peri-
odicity, although narrow, could give rise to significantly modifica-
tions in the properties of the nanoparticle lattices.

To better understand the differences in the nanoparticle spatial
distributions observed in Fig. 3, the adsorption of single adatoms
has been studied, by DFTcalculations, on a rotational domainwith a
moir�e pattern of smaller periodicity. Specifically, calculations have
been carried out for the rotational domain, on which the nano-
particles observed at the right part of Fig. 3f are formed. The moir�e
pattern associated to this rotational domain, hereinafter RD06�6,
has a periodicity of (6 � 6) with respect to the Rh(111) lattice and
ð
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43
p

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

43
p

Þ � R7:6� as referred to the atomic lattice of graphene
[36]. Fig. 4a shows the optimized geometry of individual Ir adatoms
on two different subregions of the moir�e RD06�6: “low” and “top”.
Notice that, in this smaller moir�e pattern, we could still distinguish
between hcp and fcc regions but these areas are tiny, involving only
~4C atoms only. In particular, we have calculated the adsorption on
the hcp region. The corrugation between the lowest areas (hcp/fcc)
and the highest (top) is 1.07 Å, slightly lower than in the larger
moir�es [36]. On the “low” subregion, according to the optimized
geometry displayed in Fig. 4a, the Ir adatom is placed nearly over a
C atom that is, in turn, located relatively close to a top positionwith
respect to an underlying Rh atom. On the “top” moir�e subdivision,
the Ir adatom is placed nearly over a C atom. The adsorption en-
ergies for these two configurations on “top” and “low” subregions
are �2.41 and �2.89 eV, respectively. For a better comparison,
Table 1 collects these values together with the corresponding ones
for the case of the RD011�11 moir�e pattern. According to these
values, for the RD06�6 moir�e, the adsorption on the “low” subregion
is favored with respect to that on the top sites. However, in this
case, the energy difference between both configurations is less
pronounced than in the case of the RD011�11 moir�e (0.48 eV vs.
1.25 eV). Also, it should be noted that the adsorption energy is
higher on the hcp subregion of RD011�11 than on the “low” one of
the moir�e RD06�6. In spite of being an important feature, these
energy differences do not constitute a suitable argument to entirely
explain the absence of ordered lattices of nanoparticles in the
smaller moir�e patterns.

Another factor that could play a role in the cluster formation and
the differences found with the moir�e pattern size is the potential
energy landscape of the diffusion processes for Ir adsorbates on the
G/Rh (111). In particular, the interplay between the activation en-
ergies of these diffusion processes and the adsorption energy
modulation exhibited along the moir�e unit cell [57]. In order to
shed light on this, possible diffusion paths of adatoms between
different positions within the RD06�6 moir�e supercell have been
calculated. It is worth noting that the large cell size prevents to
carry out these calculations on the RD011�11 moir�e pattern, but
large differences are not expected for the barriers as they are
mainly determined by the local arrangement. Fig. 4b shows two



Fig. 3. Spatial distribution of Ir nanoparticles on different rotational variants of the graphene/Rh(111) surface. a)-f) Large scale STM images illustrating the differences in the spatial
distribution of Ir nanoparticles between areas, where the RD011�11 moir�e is underlying, which is taken as a reference (LM ¼ 3 nm), and others with different moir�e periodicities
underneath (LM). Size: a) and b) 100 � 100 nm2; c)-f) 45 � 45 nm2. g) Plot of the average number of clusters per moir�e unit cell as a function of the periodicity of the underlying
moir�e pattern. Data are classified into two groups: Group I corresponds to moir�e templates giving rise to ordered nanoparticle lattices; group II, associated to moir�e patterns for
which well-ordered arrays are not formed. Tunneling parameters: a) Vs ¼ �2.0 V, IT ¼ 0.2 nA; b), c) and d) Vs ¼ þ2.0 V, IT ¼ 70 pA; e) Vs ¼ þ2.2 V, IT ¼ 50 pA; f) Vs ¼ þ2.2 V,
IT ¼ 30 pA. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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different diffusion paths for individual Ir adatoms, initially placed
on the configuration giving rise to themaximum adsorption energy
(in the “low” subregion of the RD06�6 moir�e pattern). The obtained
diffusion barriers are plotted in Fig. 4c and d and their maximum
values are 0.41 eV and 0.52 eV for path I and II respectively. The
values of these diffusion barriers show that, at RT, Ir individual
atoms could travel across the whole moir�e unit cell. The modula-
tion in the adsorption energy, which is of a similar order than the
diffusion barriers, would imply that, at that temperature, although
top areas could be reached, the probability of finding Ir atoms in
these areas would be significantly smaller. Paths between adjacent
supercells can be found through non-unfavorable areas. The same
mechanismworks for the larger moir�es, but there, as the reactivity
difference is larger, accumulation of Ir atoms on either hcp or fcc
subregions would be expected. However, considering the high
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reactivity of Ir atoms, we cannot discard that the complex process
of cluster formation involved small aggregates of two, three Ir
atoms instead of isolate adatoms. The Potential Energy Surface
(PES) sensed by these aggregates could be quantitatively different
from the single adatom one, but we can assume that the modula-
tion between favorable and non-favorable areas inside the moir�e is
also kept for them as it is directly based on the enhancement of the
chemical reactivity of the graphene induced locally by the metal
surface.

Attending to the above arguments, the richness of significantly
different chemical environments for the C atoms seems to be a key
factor for the formation of ordered networks in the G/Rh(111)
interface. That is, remarkable differences in the adsorption energies
between subregions while keeping similar energy barriers for the
diffusion jumps. However, essentially these features are similar in



Fig. 4. Ir adsorption on the RD06�6 moir�e pattern. a) Optimized geometry and corre-
sponding adsorption energy for individual Ir adsorbates on top and low subregions of
the moir�e pattern, which has a periodicity of (6 � 6) with respect to the Rh(111) lattice
and ð
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Þ � R7:6� as referred to the atomic lattice of graphene. b) Different
diffusion paths, denoted as I and II, for an Ir adatom, initially placed on the energeti-
cally most favorable adsorption configuration within the low subregion. c)-d) Diffusion
barriers obtained by CI-NEB calculations along these paths. e) Optimized geometry of
nanoparticles comprising 19 Ir atoms on the low subregion of the RD06�6 moir�e
pattern. The color bar indicates the relative heights of C atoms, choosing the closes C
atom as a zero-reference. The inset shows a side view of the nanoparticle. (A colour
version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Table 1
Adsorption energies of Ir adatoms on different subdivisions of the RD011�11 and
RD06�6 moir�es.

Moir�e superstructure Subregion Adsorption energy [eV]

Moir�e RD011�11 top �1.82
bridge �2.50
fcc �3.02
hcp �3.07

Moir�e RD06�6 “top” �2.41
“low” �2.89
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all moir�e patterns with only a different degree of magnitude.
Therefore, there should be something else playing an important
role in the nanoparticle growth. The above analyses regarding the
reactivity have been done on the basis of the adsorption of just a
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single Ir, while, in reality, the formation of a nanoparticle involves
several Ir atoms. Thus, DFT calculations for nanoparticle adsorption
have been performed over the hcp subregion of the RD011�11 moir�e
pattern, which is the preferred one according to STM images as that
shown in Fig. 2a. Fig. 2h shows the optimized geometry of an
atomic aggregate composed of 19 Ir atoms on the hcp subdivision of
the RD011�11 moir�e pattern. Ir atoms are located on top of carbon
atoms that are placed on hollow position with respect to the metal
surface, the most reactive carbons of G/Rh(111). Thus, an isolate Ir
atomprefers to adsorb on hollow position, in order tomaximize the
interaction of its reactive d orbitals with the three reactive carbon
atoms on the hcp moir�e region [55]. But upon cluster formation
some of their states are used to interact with other Ir leaving only
one state to form a bond with just one reactive C atom which
changes its hybridization state to sp3, leading to an alternate
bonding scheme on top of these more reactive C atoms. Notice that
the cluster has spread out reaching some bridge subregions, as a
consequence of the limited amount of available space on the
preferential hcp subregion. A similar behavior has been observed in
the adsorption of smaller 7-atoms Ir clusters. Although they are too
small to be compared with experimentally observed nanoparticles
(see further details and discussion in the supporting information),
they can provide useful insights on the cluster formation. The large
size of the combined cluster-moir�e system prevents the possibility
of performing a systematic study including larger Ir nanoparticles
with different sizes and shapes. However, a calculation of the dif-
ference in adsorption energy between a 7-atoms Ir cluster on the
hcp area and on the fcc area of the RD011x11 already provides insight
into the reason why clusters are mainly found in hcp regions, in
spite of the “small” difference in the adsorption energy of indi-
vidual Ir atoms on hcp and fcc areas. The cluster adsorption energy
on the hcp region has been found 3.05 eV lower than on fcc, i.e.
more favorable. From this value a difference of adsorption energy
per atom of 0.43 eV is obtained, which is significantly larger than
that found for an individual atom between hcp and fcc regions and
explains the larger proportions of clusters in hcp regions.

Calculations of the 19 Ir nanoparticle on the RD06�6 moir�e
pattern have been also carried out. The optimized geometry ob-
tained is displayed observed in Fig. 4e (see further details in the
supporting information). The potential energy hypersurface of this
case is so complex that convergence has been achieve only at
~0.05 eV/Å forces. In any case, the Ir nanoparticle seems to adsorb
on a similar positionwith respect to the graphene lattice, over the C
atoms of one sublattice. However the Ir cluster is highly corrugated
and C do not show the sp3 hybridization. This corrugation is not
found in the case of the RD011x11 as can be observed by comparison
of the insets in Figs. 2h and 4e which display a side view of the
respective nanoparticles. It is clearly observed that the cluster has
invaded the top subregions: there is not enough room in this moir�e
unit cell to accommodate an Ir cluster of this size on the more
favorable adsorption areas. However, the occupancy of these un-
favorable sites should not represent a significant energy penalty,
given the rather limited differences in adsorption energy for indi-
vidual Ir atoms on the different sites.

In summary, the combination of our results for the adsorption of
single Ir atoms and Ir clusters on the two moir�es illustrate the en-
ergy balance that controls the optimal cluster size: the competition
between the internal Ir cluster energy (as a result of IreIr in-
teractions) and the Ir cluster-substrate energy. Strong IreIr in-
teractions would always favor aggregation, as observed in the large
nanoparticles grown on smaller moir�e patterns (e.g. RD06�6).
However, our calculations for the interaction of individual Ir atoms
with the substrate support that, in the larger moir�es, the growth of
the metallic clusters should be limited by the significant differences
in the Ir adsorption energies (more than 1.25 eV) across the
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different moir�e areas.
Since the size of the more favorable adsorption areas increases

with the moir�e periodicity, we should expect the formation of
larger clusters. However, cluster growth will stop as soon as the
highly unfavorable top areas have to be occupied. On the contrary,
those energy differences are significantly reduced in the small
moir�es (below 0.5 eV), supporting a broad distribution of cluster
sizes. Thus, in large enough rotational domains (for instance
RD011�11), the system maximizes its total energy with the forma-
tion of a homogeneous distribution of smaller clusters that fit
precisely on the most favorable adsorption areas.

4. Conclusion

The formation of Ir nanoparticle superlattices on the G/Rh(111)
surface has been studied by means of a combination of STM mea-
surements and DFT calculations. The spatial distribution of the
resulting nanoparticles after RT Ir deposition displays a great
variability, including various ordered and highly monodisperse
networks with different periodicities. Thus, the G/Rh(111) strongly
interacting system is the first reported substrate to our best
knowledge able to provide multiple templates to nanoparticle
superlattices with different periodicities. This feature is possible
thanks to the remarkable variations of the chemical reactivity along
the moir�e pattern unit cell and the presence of multiple rotational
domains in this G-metal interface. Nanoparticles removal using the
STM tip has allowed to uncover the surface underneath showing
the inhomogeneity exhibited by the different moir�e patterns found
along graphene monolayers grown on Rh(111). While on moir�e
supercells with larger periodicities the nanoparticles formed on top
are arranged into ordered networks, some other disordered ar-
rangements have been also found on moir�e patters with a smaller
unit cell size.

Aimed to understand the observed differences between larger
and smaller sized moir�e patterns, the adsorption of both individual
Ir adatoms and planar Ir clusters (7 and 19 atoms) has been
analyzed on the RD011�11 moir�e, which is the most common on the
G/Rh(111) surface and the one with largest periodicity, and on the
RD06�6 one that is characterized by a much smaller periodicity.
From this analysis, it can be deduced that nanoparticle superlattice
formation is ruled by the combination of several factors. The exis-
tence of distinctive chemical environments throughout the moir�e
patterns unit cell, which are modulated by the G-metal interaction.
The local arrangement of C atoms with respect to the metal atoms
underneath, which determines the possibility to establish the
required bonds in the aggregate formation, and the size of the most
favorable adsorption areas of the unit cell, that controls the initial
anchoring of the nanoparticles and may affect their final size. Our
results point out that, only thosemoir�e patterns above a certain size
fulfill all the necessary requirements to allow the ordered growth of
Ir nanoparticles. The findings presented here could be of interest for
to further works on other interfaces comprising a 2D material layer
and a metal substrate, paving the way for an improved control of
the metal nanoparticle arrangements. The richness in nanoparticle
spatial distributions presents the G/Rh(111) interface as a useful
benchmark for investigating the properties of metal nanoparticles,
a required step for the design of future nanocatalysts and nanodots.
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